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Abstract
Although the classical Blum skeleton has long been con-

sidered unstable, many have attempted to alleviate this de-
fect through pruning. Unfortunately, these methods have
an arbitrary basis, and, more importantly, they do not pre-
vent internal structural alterations due to slight changes in
an object’s boundary. The result is a relative lack of de-
velopment of skeleton representations for indexing object
databases, despite a long history. Here we revisit a subset
of the skeleton—called ligature by Blum—to demonstrate
how the topological sensitivity of the skeleton can be elim-
inated. We relate ligature to a natural growth principle to
provide an account of the perceptual parts of shape.

1 Introduction
The analysis of visual shape is one of the most con-

troversial areas of computer vision, and perhaps no where
is this better articulated than in the questions surrounding
the organization of object databases. The basic question—
“Which properties of shape should provide the basis for
representation?”—is alternatively governed by (i) the re-
liability of computing the representation and (ii) how it
should be organized to facilitate search. While these mo-
tivations are clearly inter-related, they are often interpreted
by researchers to point in opposite directions. The reliabil-
ity question is taken to imply that, since “edge” maps are
never perfect, one should focus on appearance; while the
organizational question seeks abstractions that can be orga-
nized into hierarchies to support search. Appearance rep-
resentations [11], it is therefore widely held, should be in-
tensity based, while abstractions such as skeletons [4, 12],
shocks [7], and part primitives [3], from which organiza-
tional hierarchies can be built, are in practice not com-
putable.

A consequence of this tension is the shape dilemma:
computable representations do not support shape-based in-
dexing abstractions; and structural abstractions are not
computable from images. To elaborate, appearance-based
representations are naturally suited for finding an instance
in a database of instances, such as da Vinci’s face in a
database of normalized, properly-illuminated faces against
a clear background; but these are all in the same generic
class. In contrast, structural hierarchies provide a kind of
“Dewey decimal system” for objects (the torso supports a
head and arms; each arm consists of an upper and lower

Figure 1: (LEFT) Rectangle with skeleton. The addition of
a “glitch” (CENTER) adds a whole new skeleton branch, but
ligature (white, see

�
2) links a local glitch description to

that of the rectangle (RIGHT).

portion; the lower portion consists of forearm, wrist, and
hand; the hand consists of palm and fingers, and so on) [10,
p. 306].

The difficulties in computing abstractions for skeletons
are illustrative of the second side of the above dilemma, and
in our view have played a central role in casting doubt on
them. We shall argue in this paper that they can be over-
come in a manner that is both natural and computable.

In Fig. 1 we show a rectangle, and a rectangle with a
small “glitch”. Clearly, the glitch has a disproportionate ef-
fect on the skeleton [13, p. 506], producing a new branch
of substantial length. Attempts to prune [12] such branches
have been syntactic, since it is not clear how to separate
insignificant branches from significant ones based on crite-
ria such as length. The entire notion of hierarchy for such
descriptions is therefore cast in doubt because shapes exist
for which small changes in outline imply large changes in
the skeleton. These kinds of examples prompted Marr to
formulate a stability requirement for shape representations:
small changes in a shape should result in small changes in
its representation [10].

We submit that there is a natural principle by which the
glitch-branch can be separated from the rest of the skeleton
in this example, and that this principle is fundamentally re-
lated to abstractions of shape. The basic idea is illustrated
in Fig. 2, where we introduce the notion of ligature1 as the
“glue” that holds the limb onto the ellipse. While the formal
definitions appear later in the paper, notice how the label-
ing of the ligature regions identifies the “glitch” in Fig. 1
(right).

Boundary glitches are only one example of what can be
cited as instabilities in skeletons, because they correspond

1After discovery by Blum [4], ligature was next used in [1].
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Figure 2: Shape decomposition via ligature. A horizontal
sausage and a vertical rectangle with their skeletons (TOP

LEFT) are combined to form a single whole (TOP RIGHT).
Observe the formation of the two concave corners (in grey).
(BOTTOM RIGHT) The skeleton of the silhouette has a com-
ponent which is related to the concave corners and is called
ligature (shown in thick black). Note that the ligaturelinks
the skeleton on the left, which resembles the skeleton of the
unpenetrated rectangle,to the skeleton on the right, which
resembles the skeleton of the unpenetrated sausage. By re-
moving this ligature, the remaining skeleton has two com-
ponents, each of which serve to approximate the original
objects which were combined (BOTTOM LEFT).

to those branches that terminate. What appears at first to
be another, totally unrelated instability occurs for interior
branches of more complex skeletons (Fig. 9). As stated
above, hands can be described as a palm with finger pro-
trusions. However, small changes in the hand can give rise
to large changes in the skeletal branching pattern. Some-
how these changes must be signalled as insignificant with
respect to the shape. Again, ligature is relevant.

In summary, our claim in this paper is that ligature sig-
nals those portions of the skeleton that can be unstable. In
effect, these unstable components must be labeled as such,
so that they do not dominate the shape matching process.
Boundary glitches may, however, have significance, as for
example when they represent tails and limbs. Ligature is
important for signalling these events as well.

Although we shall not develop the connection in this pa-
per, we comment that one way to formulate shape descrip-
tions for matching is to organize them into a significance
hierarchy [17], where significance derives from a hyper-
bolic curve evolution process [7]. The shocks of this pro-
cess trace out the locus of skeleton positions, and also label
them with (a) time of formation and (b) type of singular-
ity. The resultant trees place the most significant nodes (the
last to form, in evolutionary time) toward the root (e.g., the
torso and head for a person) while the least significant ones

are nearer to the leaves. The ligature computations in this
paper can be computed in parallel with the shock descrip-
tions, and will extend the significance notion beyond that
of time-of-formation. At the end of this paper we do make
several comments about stable object descriptions, and how
ligature and shocks can work together. The use of skeleton-
like representations for graph-based matching of shapes has
also been explored in [15, 9].

The paper is organized as follows. We next define skele-
ton and ligature, and then show how to compute it. Mating
ligature to shock-based descriptions, we illustrate the nat-
ural variations that occur within a typical shape category
with several examples of hands, and how ligature remains
concentrated on the unstable “web” portion of it. We con-
clude with an interpretation of how ligature arises naturally
in a growth scenario.

2 Blum’s Skeleton and Ligature
Recall the definition of the skeleton [4, 14] of a bounded

open set� � � � in terms ofmaximal open discs, where an
open disc� is maximal in� iff there exists no other open
disc� � such that� � � � � � :

Definition 1 (Blum) The SKELETON � of � is the set of
centers of open discs maximal in� .

The projection � �	 
 is the set of points in the boundary� � of � closest to	, or � �	 
 � � � � � � �	 � � � �� ��  �	 � � � � � � � � ��. For skeleton point�, � �� 
 is the
set2 of boundary points “touched” by the maximal disc at� ,
and thus the projection relates skeleton points to boundary
points.

As is classical in vision [6], negative minima of curva-
ture of an object’s boundary play a role in the perceptual
organization of shape. For simplicity, consider the ideal-
ized situation where these minima are concave corners, and
let � denote the set of all such orientation discontinuities.
Now for a given object� with skeleton� , consider those
skeletal points� whose maximal discs touch some concave
corner; Blum [4] dubbed such� ligature3. Those skeletal
points related to only one concave corner form semiliga-
ture:

Definition 2 SEMILIGATURE with respect to� � � :

�� ��
 � � � � � � �� 
 � � �� � and� �� � ��
See Fig. 3. Note that the semiligature with respect to a given
concave corner may not be a connected set. Full ligature
comprises those skeletal points related to two concave cor-
ners.

2  ! "# $  % &, except at junctions ( ! "# $  % ', generically) or branch
endpoints ( ! "# $  % ().

3Blum chose the word ligature well. According to Webster’s dictio-
nary,ligature means “Something, as a cord or wire, that ties or binds.”
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Figure 3: (LEFT) Semiligature
�� �� 
 with respect to con-

cave corner�. Observe that the maximal discs centered
at the ends of

�� ��
 touch � and the top boundary (non-
corner). (RIGHT) Full ligature�� �� � �
 with respect to con-
cave corners� and �. The maximal discs centered at the
ends of�� �� � �
 touch� and�.

Definition 3 FULL LIGATURE with respect to� � � � � :

�� �� � �
 � � � � � � �� 
 � � � ����
Note that�� �� � �
 � �� �� � � 
. Full ligature has the follow-
ing properties:

Property 1 �� �� � �
 lies along a straight line.

Property 2 �� �� � �
 is a connected set.

Property 3 Barring degeneracies,�� �� � �
 has non-zero
length.

These properties clearly hold in Fig. 3, and they follow di-
rectly from a formal analogy4 with gap skeleton [1], which
arises in contour fragment grouping.

3 Computing Ligature and Seeds
The algorithm we used to compute ligature for a shape

represented by a binary image is:

1. Compute� .

2. Compute� �� 
 �� � � � .

3. Compute� as the set of negative minima of the signed
curvature function along the boundary.

4. �� � � � , label � as a concave corner iff there is a
negative curvature minimum within an�-ball5 around� .

5. � � � � , label � as full ligature iff � �� 
 � � and
semiligature iff� � � � � �� � , when� �� 
 � � � ��.

4Compare the definitions of full ligature and pregap skeleton: by think-
ing of a “set of contour fragments” instead of an “object” andsubstituting
“endpoint” for “concave corner” into the above definition, we obtain the
definition of pregap skeleton.

5� % � for all of the examples.

We shall not pursue now the distinction between full and
semiligature, for both are embroiled in the internal instabil-
ity of the skeleton. The termligatureshall refer to theunion
of both full and semiligature.

The computation of the skeleton can be based either on
Voronoi or on curve evolution techniques [7] (the exam-
ples here use code6 by Ogniewicz [12]). Although we do
not develop these ideas here, we shall freely use language
from both domains. For both methods, the computation of
the projection is essentially free. Implementations based on
discrete thinning algorithms are more complex, requiring
the propagation of boundary labels along the boundary to
compute the projection. A curve evolution implementation
stresses the colouring of the skeleton into shock types, of
which we shall take advantage below. The negative minima
of curvature were computed by measuring tangent changes
along a piecewise circular approximation of the boundary.

The computational complexity of the above algorithm is� �� �� �� � 	 

, where� is the number of boundary points
and 	 is the number of skeleton points, given the pre-
computed skeleton and the negative curvature minima7.
The low complexity of ligature computation is a major
advantage over the

� �
 � 
 performance of Siddiqi and
Kimia’s part-line computations [16], where
 is the num-
ber of negative curvature minima.

To see our computation in action, consider Fig. 4. First
observe the complicated junction structure of the skeleton
within the palm. The detected ligature, which contains the
sensitive internal skeletal structure, derives simply from the
fact that maximal discs along it touch at least one of the
detected concave corners. The reconstruction8 of the non-
ligature skeleton (top right) covers most of the shape, pro-
viding information thatprotrudes intoeven the tips of the
fingers and heel of the hand (see�5).

Note that the hierarchy induced by the branching struc-
ture in ligature regions is highly sensitive to the precise
placement of negative curvature regions along the shape’s
boundary (e.g., the light grey region between the fingers
in Fig. 4). Returning to Marr’s principle [10], slight per-
turbations of the shape’s boundary at these negative curva-
ture regions will have drastic effects on the topology of the
skeleton.
3.1 Bends and Seeds of Shape

In addition to ligature, the bends and seeds of shape can
be used to provide a coarser-level description of the ob-
ject. They can be defined as 3- and 4-shocks, respectively,
using curve evolution, or as the stationary points and lo-
cal maxima, respectively, of the maximal disc radius along

6All examples were computed using the smoothed chord residual, with� % ( �.
7The skeleton and curvature extrema computations have complexity� "� ��� � $ and

� "� $, respectively.
8The reconstruction from a given subset of the skeleton is theunion of

the maximal discs corresponding to the points of that subset.



Figure 4: (TOP LEFT) The original shape with skeleton
(black lines). (TOP RIGHT) The detected ligature (white
lines), with reconstruction (dark grey region) of remaining
skeleton (black lines), superimposed on the original shape.
The grey circles are�-neighbourhoods around the negative
minima of curvature. (BOTTOM LEFT) The detected seeds
(high-order shocks) of shape (grey lines), reconstructed to
the black region. (BOTTOM RIGHT) The combination of
seed (black region) and non-ligature (dark grey region) re-
construction.

the skeleton. Intuitively, the seed is the largest disc within
a blob, while the bend captures the notion of a constant-
width section of the shape. Bends and seeds were computed
as follows. Within a branch, skeletal points were labeled
“bends/seeds” where the corresponding boundary tangents
were approximately parallel (�� � ���), while endpoints
and junctions were labeled “bends/seeds” when they were
local maxima of the maximal disc radius. In Fig. 4 (bot-
tom left), the reconstructed bends and seeds (black), as pre-
dicted, give a surprisingly useful coarse description of the
hand. When combined with the non-ligature reconstruc-
tion, we see a full representation of the shape, including
both coarse (palm, fingers) and detail (wrist, finger tips) in-
formation.

4 Results: Ligature
and the Stable Description of Shape

In Figs. 5 and 6, we have a number of examples of the
reconstruction of shapes from non-ligature. These recon-
structions show how non-ligature includes a great deal of
shape information, without the sensitive internal structure.
In the top left two objects of Fig. 6, observe that a “shear-
ing” of the plus sign pathologically causes a bifurcation of a
four-branch junction into two three-branch junctions. Once
ligature is identified, this instability in the junction is elim-
inated. A similar phenomenon occurs for a walking lizard.

Also evident in Figs. 5 and 6, however, is the incom-
pleteness of the non-ligature reconstruction. For example,

Figure 5: A variety of shapes with ligature identified
(white). Non-ligature reconstructs to black region.

Figure 6: (TOP LEFT) An internal skeleton branch is created
when an object with a four-branch junction is “sheared”.
Ligature eliminates this topological change. (TOP RIGHT

andBOTTOM) The skeleton of a lizard also undergoes topo-
logical changes as it walks (note junction alterations).

notice how the non-ligature does not reconstruct the legs of
the panther or walking lizard very well, due to the finite size
of the �-ball around negative curvature minima. In Figs. 7
and 8, we show a reconstruction of theunionof non-ligature
and bends/seeds. It is critical to include this shock based in-
formation for a complete view of the shape. For example,
in the tail of the panther (see Figure 5), where ligature is de-
tected due to high curvature, it is the detected bend which
compensates (Figure 7) by overlapping the ligature region.



Figure 7: A complete shape description is obtained when 3-
and 4-shocks are combined with non-ligature (cf. Figure 5).

Figure 8: A complete shape description is obtained when
bends and seeds are combined with non-ligature (cf. Fig-
ure 6). (TOP RIGHT and BOTTOM) Observe considerable
improvement in legs.

Conversely, the seed in the the leaf on the branch (Figure 5)
requires the non-ligature skeleton for a richer description
than a simple disc. Thus this combination of representa-
tions is more reliably detected than either one alone.

The example of the elephant (Fig. 7) emphasizes another
aspect our representation:the resultant branches have a
scale commensurate with each part. Observe that while the
(long) trunk corresponds to a long branch, the lip corre-
sponds to a mere blip in the remaining skeleton. The mis-
leadingly long ligature leading to the lip has been corrected.

Figure 9: Similar shapes with distinct internal skeleton
topologies (compare left to right two columns). Grey lines
represent combined bends/seeds and non-ligature.
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Figure 10: Distinct shock graphs (TOP) resulting from dis-
tinct skeleton topologies of leftmost two hands of top row of
Fig. 9. Shaded nodes correspond to ligature regions which
are not bends or seeds. After these are removed, the shock
graphs become identical (BOTTOM); the dashed lines repre-
sent structural links.

This idea of ensuring that branches scale intuitively with
the size of a part was exhibited in alternative axial repre-
sentations of shape, such assmooth local symmetries, or
SLS [5]. Although SLS is in some ways more stable than
the classical skeleton (without ligature), its use is not mo-
tivated by a perceptual organization principle beyond sym-
metry, whereas ligature is understood as directed growth



(�5). More practically, however, there is no formal notion
of joins in SLS and heuristics must be invoked, which is a
serious difficulty for organizing shapes into wholes to sup-
port object recognition.

We also tested our algorithm on a variety of thresholded
hand images (from members of the Center for Computa-
tional Vision and Control at Yale). Observe how in the
left column of Fig. 9 the skeleton branches from the fingers
merge differently than in the right two columns. Whereas
this topological variability can affect abstraction hierarchies
derived from the skeleton, the removal of ligature regions
mitigates its effects. To illustrate, Fig. 10 (middle row) de-
picts the shock graphs [17] for the leftmost two hand shapes
in the top row of Fig. 9. The nodes corresponding to the
fingers are numbered from 1 to 5, in a clockwise direction
starting from the little finger. Shaded nodes correspond to
ligature regions that are not bends or seeds. Observe that
after these are removed, the two graphs become identical
(bottom row), facilitating the process of object matching.

Finally, observe that the regionnot represented by the
union of the bend/seed and non-ligature skeleton recon-
structions (grey regions in Figs. 9 and 7) is merely a way of
visualizing the linking between parts, a kind of perceptual
glue of shape. We claim that only the functional linking
suggested by the perceptual glue need be represented, and
further, that the actual skeletal branches representing this
glue are the most sensitive internal regions of the skeleton.

5 Interpretation: Parts from Growth
Boundary glitches were considered as “noise” in�1, but

syntactically similar configurations could also denote parts
such as limbs or tails. This suggests a closer look at how
limbs might arise. In particular, let us consider how objects
grow. In Fig. 11, the early development of the amphibi-
ous plantProserpinaca palustrisclearly shows an outward
branching from an initial “body”. Notice how negative cur-
vature zones are present at the bases of the branches. At
the earliest stages of growth (Fig. 11), an internal “growth
seed” in a young willow suddenly develops as a branch root,
pushing through the body and leaving two negative curva-
ture zones. Thissourceof growth makes the joining of the
root to the body explicit, leading to an explanation of parts
via a shared growth region, where part decomposition is
viewed as a kind of inverse to physical growth:

Principle 1 (Perceptual Growth) (i) Forward: Suppose
an object undergoing rapid and directed outward growth
is given. The result is a silhouette whose boundary has neg-
ative curvature zones.
(ii) Inverse: Suppose the silhouette of a mature object is
given. Part decomposition entails the association of neg-
ative curvature zones with an internal region which could
have been the source of an outward growth.

Figure 11: (TOP) The development of leaf forms (from
LEFT to RIGHT). Note outward branching is accompa-
nied by concave corners. (BOTTOM) The development of
a branch root in a willow. (LEFT) Within the core, ob-
serve the source of the root as a specialized dark region.
(CENTER) The root rapidly grows towards the top-left, dis-
placing the epidermis. (RIGHT) The resulting silhouette
with sharp, negative curvature zones indicated with arrows.

Related region-based part definitions in terms of skele-
ton junctions [4], second-order shocks [7], degenerate
waves9 [18] and part-lines [16] have also been proposed.
This last proposal is founded upon a form-from-function
principle, which dictates a strict (i.e. disjoint) partition-
ing of a shape. Here we argue against the notion that parts
should bedisjointsets, as the principle of perceptual growth
leads to an equivalent account of the decomposition of in-
terpenetrating objects in terms of a “shared region”. For
instance, consider the silhouette of an arrow in your chest:
the region in your body taken up by the arrow is exactly the
region which is the source of your suffering (“sharing” is
not always equal). Fig. 2 (top) shows such an interpen-
etration. Zhu and Yuille have also made use of a simi-
lar idea of overlap at joints of bones [19]; however, like
Blum and Nagel, they view each skeleton branch as a dis-
tinct part, even though convex objects—clearly perceptual
units—may have many branches.

In addition to theanisotropicgrowth described above,
one can consider a more primitiveisotropicform of growth.
Isotropic growth could emerge simultaneously along a
curve (as a bend), or at discrete points (as seeds), or (see
�3). Technically, such a growth front is a union of circles
via Huygen’s principle, and arises in the theory of curve
evolution [7] as 3- and 4-shocks, respectively. It is interest-
ing that the perceptual significance of bends and seeds as
anchor points in tasks involving shape perception has been

9Degenerate waves are a rephrasing of Blum’s ligature concept, al-
though understood and applied differently.



independently confirmed psychophysically [8].

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have described how the long-standing

problem of the internal instability of the skeleton might be
alleviated. We did so by identifying ligature, a distinct re-
gion of the skeleton. Ligature was interpreted using a prin-
ciple of perceptual growth that suggests that at least certain
aspects of shape decomposition requireboth explicit evi-
dence (corners), and an implicit place (perceptual glue or
“virtual join”). We are currently incorporating ligature into
a hierarchical representation for indexing object databases,
but present it here separately not only because of its stability
and growth interpretation, but also because of a duality with
contour fragment grouping (Fig. 12). Whereas in shape de-
composition we seek a virtual join to explain thelinking of
parts, in grouping we seek a “virtual occluder” to explain
theseparationof fragments.
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